Tuition to rise in 1978-79

It was announced yesterday that tuition will be raised $250 per year ($14 per semester) and that room and board fees will be increased $225 per year ($112.50 per semester) for the 1978-79 academic year. The increase came in a letter signed by Rev. Thomas Peterson, O.P., that was placed in all Slavin Center mailboxes Tuesday afternoon.

Some of the reasons given for the increase in the letter were "constant rising costs of fuel, food and necessary maintenance." Others cited were increases in faculty and staff salaries, and the need for balance which has to be maintained between "the economic stability of the institution and the many academic and auxiliary obligations which the school must face."

Father Peterson further stated in the letter that "I am aware of the fact that many of our students experience genuine financial difficulties during their college years. I am equally cognizant of PC's obligation to meet its economic responsibilities. We have made every effort to keep our tuition, room and board increases as low as possible. Our tuition costs are still significantly lower than many other comparable schools."

This is the fourth year that tuition has increased. For the 1977-78 academic year tuition costs were $2852 and room and board fees were $2780, bringing the total to $5632. Next year tuition will cost $3142 and room and board will cost $3050, bringing the 1978-79 total to $6192.

The tuition and room and board increases will bring in $1.5 million in added revenue to the College.

Congress gets faculty survey underway

By Kathy Hansen

The faculty survey committee of Student Congress, headed by co-chairpersons Bill Gorman and Linda Riley, has swung into full swing. The objective of the survey is to gather opinions of students regarding courses in both the day and night school.

Once compiled, the survey results will yield a concrete evaluation of courses, thus aiding in course selection. Moran stated he would like to see results of the survey utilized by the Committee on Academic Rank and Tenure of the College as a guide in discerning the status of the faculty.

The survey consists of 28 questions formulated by both students and faculty. The first 20 questions deal with assessing the course and its format; the following deal with the professor, with the last question giving space to comment freely on personal work and performance in a given course. Results will be tabulated during the summer months to be accessible for spring course selection.

Surveys are hopefully to be distributed at the end of every semester from now on. Thus far, faculty reaction has been favorable, though there have been exceptions. The last faculty survey was distributed two years ago.

K of C sponsors Handicap Day

Awareness grows

By Maureen O'Hare

Handicap Awareness Day, sponsored by the Knights of Columbus and the Providence College ad hoc committee for the handicapped, was held on Wednesday, April 26. This program was designed to "heighten student awareness, and to involve having 350 Providence College and a library administration follow their normal morning schedules in wheelchairs.

Peter Monahan, chairman of the committee for the handicapped, commented that the results of the day were "super." The purpose behind this idea was to demonstrate to students the reality of being in a wheelchair.

Instead of hiring a speaker to lecture and spend $50 on something so one would come to, I decided it would be more effective to let students actually experience the feeling themselves," explained Monahan.

Monahan, a junior, felt the day ran especially well since it demonstrated to PC students "the kindness that I receive being in a wheelchair myself every day. It was also great because it showed handicapped people that are thinking of coming to PC the kind of reception they'll receive," enthused Monahan.

Students remained in wheelchairs from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. They were expected to continue their normal activities, regardless of their condition. The activity illustrated exactly how "wheelchair accessible" PC reality is. For example, in order to get to Raymond Cafeteria, a handicapped person is forced to travel around the perimeters of the campus, by the cemetery, since stairs block the entrance to Raymond Hall.

Eileen Barnes, Student Congress president, who participated in this event, pointed out that "being in a wheelchair makes it impossible to get to lower Slavin. This means that a person can't get to his mailboxes. Alumni Caf, the gift shop and everything else down there. It was definitely a worthwhile experience, though, and the best part was that we knew we would get out of the chair after a few hours."

K of C Grand Knight Charlie Alagero commented, "At first everyone thought this was going to be a pretty good time, but then reality hit. I realized how hard it really is to be in a wheelchair - there were so many things I couldn't do."

A Vietnam veteran, Monahan has been confined to a wheelchair since before he came to PC. "The response was no great between students or staff; I knew it was easy. They really reached out to each other. The best part was that the day brought more awareness to the campus. I may be in a wheelchair, but my mind isn't."
Two juniors aim for I-M Bd. post

Bill McCarthy and Tim O’Heney are vying for the Athletic Board presidency in Thursday’s election. McCarthy, a senior business major, has spent Thursday’s election. McCarthy, a senior business major, has spent

Slavin Center. Students may class rings on May 3, 4, and 5 un-10 or 14 karat yellow or white
gold. A student at Johnson &
the class requesting their
carvings. Last year’s company,
10, at 7:30 p.m. in ’64 Hall. Donna

PC Musicians

PC Church will give a pops
concert from the front steps of
Slavin this Thursday at 12:30
p.m. The concert will feature
sections from Broadway
musicals. Rain date for the
concert is Friday at the same
time.

Veridames

The annual meeting of the
Veridames of Providence College
will take place Wednesday, May
3, at 7:30 p.m. in ’64 Hall. Donna
Mayer, a student at Johnson &
Wales School of Culinary Arts,
will demonstrate how to prepare
hors d’oeuvres and vegetable
carvings.
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500 Smith Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02906

President Walter F. Colby, O.F.M., will be the principal celebrant at the Baccalaureate Mass on May 22 in '64 Hall. The awards ceremony will be in Alumni Hall during the afternoon. Bishop Louis E. Gelineau will be the principal celebrant at the Baccalaureate Mass at 6 p.m. in the Grotto.

van K. Thompson, vice president for academic affairs, pointed out that the total impact of the facility's renovation on the budget would be responsible for perhaps $50,000 of the budget's $410,000 cost, such as supportive staff, or maintenance personnel. "Whenever we make an increase in the wage structure, the cost of the renovation is limited to some part of that organization, it tends to have an impact on the rest of the salary cost, such as supportive staff, or maintenance personnel." The renovation said, "Whenever we make an increase in the wage structure, the cost of the renovation is limited to some part of that organization, it tends to have an impact on the rest of the salary cost, such as supportive staff, or maintenance personnel."
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PC Spring Week:

A mixed bag of tricks and treats

It's over: Spring Week, those nine days of fun and festivities which mark PC's formal recognition of spring, has past. As a whole, the week was a mixed assortment, as some events were outstanding and others were less than exciting. The Battle of the Dorms on Saturday was a fiercely fought competition, which allowed everyone to compete for his favorite dormitory. Those who won were able to brag over their brews while the losers happened to be drowned in dumping.

Speaking of dumpsters, the Quad Party on Sunday featured PC's favorite combo: kegs and coolers. Mass quantities of beer were consumed, but some turned out to be one of the warmest days of the week. The Rhode Island Philharmonic topped off the day with a piano or strumming his guitar short-sleeve-weather sunset. Hurricanes (a popular drink) was provided by the St. Pauli Girl Slavin Center. Entertainment was too impressive with Rex Fowler's boot on. The next evening was provided by the St. Pauli Girl, and all those people who made Hurricane (a popular drink) proved to be an ex­

sistence of the week. The Rhode Island Philharmonic topped off the day with a piano or strumming his guitar short-sleeve-weather sunset. Hurricanes (a popular drink) was provided by the St. Pauli Girl Slavin Center. Entertainment was...
Thoughts while shaving

Managing with friends

By Brad Brown

David Schuman writing in A Private World (April 19), stated, "most of us either do not know we are in college, or just are here, and do not have the right thing to do. Either our parents wanted us to go or all our friends were doing it. More self-conscious people fear to go to a wife or a husband or so that we can find out who we are.

In reading Schuman's statement, I think it is fair to say that all of us fit into at least one of two mindsets. One is a positive, and it is clear that there is one factor which has the potential to create drama either in a negative or positive manner.

Friendship is something that we all take for granted now and then. Yet, it can be a factor in the molding of one's personality. It seems most likely that virtually all parents have told their offspring at one time or another, "If you do this, you will be the most memorable.

I never really understood what that meant until this year. Time has flown by. Friends who were speaking to the editors are working now; their occasional recites back bring back memories of incidents that can never be recaptured. Seniors this year are worrying about the future. Juniors are worrying about being seniors; all of us underclassmen observe, and realize that we'll be in the same boat in a year or two. Graduation is just around the corner. It is always a time of mixed emotions. There is happiness in the fact that all the seniors will be moving on to new things, yet sadness in that they are leaving what has been comfortable for their second home.

This year at PC has been one of triumph and tragedy, of compromise and controversy, and of understanding. The true meaning of the word "friendship" has been spelled out for all of us one hundred times over. It is a bond that has been a bridge for us all. Thus, in a year that hasn't been exactly successful, we all have managed. I think that that in itself is a fitting tribute not only to our friends, but to ourselves.

The Dorm Hall question

Dear Editor,

As residents of Dorm Hall, we would like to once more point out the inadequacies that exist between male and female dormitory conditions. The suggestions made by Donna McCaffrey are quite good, but aren't they a little late?

Ms. McCaffrey has suggested adding another shower to each of the bathrooms on the second and third floors of Dorm. This implies two of two things: that the existing facilities are inadequate for the number of students using them or that the male students currently housed in Dorm take less showers and have a much worse sense of personal cleanliness than female residents. Secondly, we would like to point out that the existing study conditions in Dorm allow a maximum number of 10 students to utilize these facilities at one time. This number can only be achieved if you don't mind starting hammering directly in the face while trying to accomplish your studying.

Furthermore, the proposed addition of a stove and refrigerator for cooking purposes is clearly prejudiced in favor of the women. With the prohibition of cooking of any kind in dormitory facilities, the need for these additional cooking facilities in the bathroom. Sounds appetizing, doesn't it, girls?

We also feel that the addition of screens to the windows of each room and the addition of bureaus for each student are necessities that have been long overlooked. After all, mosquitos don't just prey on women, and anyone who has tried to keep a year's worth of clothes in a "bin can" knows this to be a near impossibility.

In closing, we would like to state once more that the suggestions for improving Dorm are very practical ones. However, the fact that action to do anything to improve our dorm has been neglected until it is to be turned over for female residence clearly shows that male residents are being discriminated against.

We pay the same amount in room and board fees as the women, yet we receive less adequate conditions. It is our opinion that the school should take some sort of action to improve the conditions of dorm's dormitories or to lower the cost of room and board to compensate for these less adequate facilities.

Sincerely,

James C. Monachillo '80
William B. Pierce '80
Dennis C. Lee '80
Ronald Peconoe '80
Brian J. Nicholson '81

Rudeness

Dear Editor,

I am writing this letter after having just returned from the 10 o'clock study session. To be honest, I must admit that the extreme rudeness exhibited by several of the students has left me with the mistafire of sitting near them. I realize that it is necessary to accompany Dorm Night meetings with almost non-stop chatter, at times punctuated with loud, obnoxious laughter. One of the most disturbing things about this is that even members of the Executive Board have reached college level these students would have acquired at least as fast a habit of this unrefined manner.

Many of us set out tonight to have a good time and hear some good music. Those who preferred to listen to their own voices should have stayed at home. Happy trails,

Ellen Bourbon '80

Censorship?

To the Editor:

As a way of replying to Father Morris' feeble attempt to excuse censorship (Cowl, April 19) and to perhaps question for last time the letter takes form. Not terribly long, but it is a letter thatides the Powen that he be a thinking adult, fully capable of making his own decisions. He expresses his belief that everyone, without exception, is entitled to try and defend his or her actions. He thinks that he might like to hear Dr. Schockley or Ida Amin in person. A reminder is made to Father Morris that a child pornography is, by definition, a youngster who promotes lewd materials, not an adult. The thought of that lecture is, he agrees, somewhat sad.

The ideal of a college as a dynamic institution of learning, setting where opinions conflict, marketplace of ideas, must be a cruel figment of some imagination, the other figures. His next-door neighbor went to Berkley hall a dozen years ago. She is sure this is all a joke. He mentions the Judeo-Christian ethic, but then realizes that no one ever explained it to him, he doesn't know what it is.

The obviously misguided young man wonders if the PC administration is the modern incarnation of a certain zero factor." When a foreign object is encountered it is merely multiplied by zero (unmultiplied by one), hence disarming the WAF cannot annihilate it; however, that can only be done by the empty set function, which is another story, and the author is well advised. His disappointment is great, though, for the year is about to be over. "The Thronberry had promised that the new car right deal would be used for good only. Legends die, everyone prays that there won't be such broken defenses. Resigned in the status quo, he packs it in and settles back to await the impending death of the doomsday reruns.

Happy trails,

Pat Alvarez '78

There will be an organizational meeting for ALL Cowl staff members concerning the summer edition on Thursday, May 4, at 2:30 p.m. in the Cowl Office, Slavin 109.

Quad Party

Dear Editor,

I would like to thank the following people for making the first annual Quad Party a success.

First, congratulations to Nancy Clynis and Renee Sheahan of the Counseling Center.

Sincerely,

Philip "Rapper" Hapans "88
President, McDermott Hall

big success

Meagher and Aquinas Halls, who did most of the pre-party planning.

Most importantly, I'd like to thank the staff of Rich Carloni, Bill Anders and Bill Foley, who helped with most of the dirty work before and after the party; and finally Chris Gagnon, Brian Fleming, Veronica Ryan, Cindy Flood and the many others who helped with the tape, cooking and planning. I strongly hope this is continued after my departure and is as well enjoyed.

Thank you.

President, McDermott Hall

Thanks

Dear Editor,

We wish to thank the students and other members of the College community responsible for the lovely roses given us on Secretary Day. It was a gesture deeply appreciated and one not to be forgotten.

Mrs. Pezzullo Mrs. Rocci Counseling Center
Amiral predicts:
World to end on Friday

By David Amiral

Reprise! The end of the world is at hand! The prophets have been fulfilled and the new order is entering upon its time.

According to the world, the end has been postponed due to a technical error in the programming.

The Gods have been reached, however, and a new time has been scheduled for this Friday at 8 p.m. in Alumni Hall cafeteria.

At this time, already, students are gathered high atop the Grotto waiting for the great cataclysm, for the planet has been unselfishly given their time appropriately attributed to that most important thing in life that people love and compassion for one another.

The play was inspired by the treatment of the Jews in World War II and Philemon, the Greek choral unit on stage all at times. It is a “musical theater” (and “musical comedy”) presentation, which

Ladies of truth

By Kathly O'Neill

VetidAMES is a word meaning “the future,” and it is the appropriately attributed to that group of women who have unsulliedly given their time and energy, unselfishly, to the interest of Providence College relating socially and culturally and to contribute material aid and social support.

Prior to 1941, the faculty of the College college felt that the women’s organization would benefit the student body.

Three different groups were started: the Aquin Circle, comprised of women students, a group of girls who participated or aided in the several theologically-oriented organizations and women similar professions and businesses participated in the Guilds.

The need for a larger group of women was realized by the president of the alumni in 1941.

In November of that same year, he and his wife opened their doors to the Ladies of Truth for their first meeting. Mr. and Mrs. Quinn extended a warm invitation for

PC alumni in play

By Dea Antellini

Devotion to the theatre is something one often continues after school days have gone by. "I was a theater goer, often participating and being roasted above flames, but has been temporarily postponed because of a technical error in the programming.

The group sold all their possessions and leased their local attention. Nearby millenarian sects, a group of monks, and three ACI escapees have come to open the gates of Jacob Pencerman of The Providence Journal and write up as being one of the hottest nights spots in Rhode Island.

"There is, of course, a logical explanation for this type of behavior" said Dr. Daniels, a professor of eschatology. "This fear of the world ending is usually brought about by feelings of anxiety or imminent disaster."

In our case, final exams contribute to both those causes. But there are finals each semester and nothing like this has happened before, so there must be another factor involved.

Dr. Daniels suggests the fear and anxiety of finals are added upon by the disaster of room and board price hikes. The availability of only 160 beds for men, the lottery, and the basketball defeats earlier in the year.

Perhaps the biggest shock of all was last Sunday when the clocks went ahead one hour. Amazingly enough, the clocks at Providence College went ahead correctly. This was a devastating blow to the student’s vision of administrative and educational efficacy. This shattering of faith was the straw which broke the students’ rational belief and caused them to tear the end of the world.

The students on top of the Grotto believe it is more than a fact; however, but it will actually happen. “The signs have shown themselves and the coming is at hand.” a voice rang from under the clock.

Whether the end will come or not, or whether it is already here, we will have to wait and see.

Summer School?

"Nobody said it was going to be hard."

So you’ve got to go to summer school. Why make it hard on yourself? At the University of Rhode Island you get the best instruction, and all of Rhode Island to play in. Small classes and great beaches. Lots of courses and plenty of tennis. And at night, you can dance to the music.

Get your credits while you get your tan at URI Summer Sessions. Terms begin June 19 and July 24 at Kingston and Providence campuses. Call toll free: 1-800-824-7866 (OPERATOR 102)

URI Summer Session, University of Rhode Island

Kingston, RI 02881

Somewhere in the Third World, your family is waiting. Your brothers, your neighbors, men, women and children very much in need of your love.

Imagine how much you can do for them. You can share God with them, give them hope and peace and dignity. You can counsel and educate them, give them food, clothing and medicine. Even in their world of grinding oppression, you can help set them free.

It will take a lifetime, but after all, they are your family. In God’s eyes, everyone is your family.

Let us tell you more about life as a Maryknoll Missioner. Send us the coupon or call toll free (800) 431-2008. it could be your ticket home.

Maryknoll Missioners
people who give their lives for people

DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS • Maryknoll Missioners • Maryknoll, N.Y. 10546

Thank you. Please send me information about becoming a Maryknoll Missioner.

Brother Sister

Name

Address

City State Zip Code

Age Phone Class

College Year of Graduation
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By Kathly O'Neill
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See VERIDAMES, Page 7
SOPHOMORES! TRY THE BASIC OUTLOOK ON LIFE.

If you're starting to look at life after college try our "basic" outlook.

Apply for the special Two-Year Army ROTC Program during your sophomore year. Attended a six-week Basic Camp this summer and earned your "basic" outlook. It's tough. But the people who can manage it are the people we want to serve as officers in the active Army or Reserves. Do well at Basic and you can qualify for the Army ROTC Advanced Program in the fall.

You'll earn $90 a month for 20 months for the last two years in college. And the opportunity for a two-year full tuition scholarship. You'll also receive the extra credentials that will distinguish you in whatever career you may choose. Try our "basic" outlook on life.

TRY OUR ON-CAMPUS SUMMER PROGRAM
FOR YOUR LIFE AFTER COLLEGE.

(Choice of two 3-week sessions)

CALL 865-2471/2472

ARMY ROTC. THE TWO-YEAR PROGRAM.
PROVIDENCE CELEBRATES SPRING

Oldies musty in Alumni Hall

By Kathy Hansen

Saturday night, after a long day at the carnival, a tired crowd of 1,300 greeted Sam the Sham and the Pharaohs, the Coasters, and Gary Lewis and the Playboys in Alumni Hall, with about as much enthusiasm as could be mustered.

Sam the Sham began the oldies conceit, playing a combination of old and new music injected with well-known nostalgia such as "Little Red Riding Hood" and "Billy Wooly." Sam pried the audience for wild reactions, which were not forthcoming.

The Coasters, backed by the Playboys, stepped out and sang "Yackety Yack," "Charlie Brown," "Young Blood," etc., for the first time in 10 years, Gary Lewis stepped in to play the drums for them.

Gary Lewis, sporting a BOG hat, and the Playboys in Spring Week T-shirts were perhaps the highlight of the evening, and they received the most enthusiastic reaction of the crowd.

Lewis, impressed with PC hospitality, asked the audience for their musical preferences, and delivered, playing "Everybody Loves a Clown," "This Diamond Ring," and "Sure Gonna Miss Her."

The general reaction to the music and the performers was one of disappointment. Sam the Sham was too hammy for the PC crowd. The Coasters did not play long enough. But perhaps the main problem was that everyone was just so sapped.

The final bash

These are all the events from the one big day of Spring Week: Saturday, which featured Carnival Day and Oldies Night. Following around clockwise, at the left is a member of Loco-Motion Circus acting a bit loco. At right, a student gets into the circus act.

Next are students at the scene of the carnival. Care to take a chance and see what kind of stuffed animal you win? Below that a student gets a pie in the eye from a custard hit-person.

Next are scenes from the Oldie concert. The Coasters, and two shots of Gary Lewis, one with a Playboy in the background. A third group that was to appear did not show, and was replaced by Sam the Sham and the Pharaohs.
Taylor dazzles

Last Wednesday Livingston Taylor gave two sell-out performances in '64 Hall which turned out to be two of the best concerts of Spring Week. This was the only concert held in '64 Hall, which proved to be an intimate setting to get close to the performer, although the tickets went fast.

Taylor showed off his musical talent and versatility by running through a range of his own songs, some borrowed pieces, and old favorites like the Beatles' "A Little Help From My Friends" and Stevie Wonder's "My Cherie Amour."

He began his one-man show with some slow-type guitar music which, if you closed your eyes, you would swear brother James Taylor was up there singing.

But Livingston proved his own originality when he moved to the piano for some rhythm and blues type music, picked the banjo for some country sounds, and sang with only the accompaniment of hand clapping to one of his encore songs.

He played a nice guitar instrumental which began while he was tuning his guitar and stamping his foot. This led to his trucking song, "Six Days On the Road" from his first album entitled Livingston Taylor (ATCO SD-33-334), along with some other original favorites, "Carolina Day," "Good Friends," and "Sit On Back." One of his closing songs was "Somewhere Over the Rainbow" (yes, the Oz original) from his Somewhere Over the Rainbow LP (Capricorn CP 0114).

Taylor is a musical perfectionist. For this reason he hasn't recorded anything in the past few years; he has been brushing up on his own tunes and waiting for an offer from a big record company. That offer has come and he is doing work for this new label. Hopefully, we'll be seeing a new album and a return performance from him soon.

The First Days

Kicking off PC's Spring Week on Sunday evening in Frances Maderia conducting the R.I. Philharmonic Orchestra in Alumni Hall, following around clockwise are Aztec Two-Step, who played in Alumni Hall on Monday night. They appeared with Travis and Shook, one of whom is pictured here. They delighted the half-capacity crowd with their satirical spoofing of different types of music. In the next photo, some students celebrate Spring Week while the White Mountain Boys play the theme from the "Beverly Hillbillies" on bluegrass day.

In the last photo Livingston Taylor jazzes it up on the piano. He showed off his musical versatility by playing piano, guitar, and banjo in front of sold out crowds in '64 Hall on Wednesday.
Softball squads balanced

By Phil Rappaport

It's been a strange season for games so far. The weather has caused delays and rescheduling, forcing some teams to play doubleheaders or three and four games a week while others are idle for days or even weeks at a time. This makes it much more difficult for a team to get itself into shape to play with any consistency. Patterns do develop, though, even in the face of these difficulties.

"A" League is the most balanced with no clear favorites in any division while "B" League and the women's sections both seem to have one strong division and walkovers, or at most two top teams.

The five women's sections are a perfect indication. Section 3 has the fourth- and fifth-ranked Lumpy's Ladies and Smerps and the Goon Platoon. The first group is the only one with two undefeated squads; the Lite-ups, who have completely reversed defeated squads; the Lite-ups, showing super slugging.

"B" League had the upset of the week with the Brewers handling Harry's Fat Bears in a game that was not as close as expected. Only one "B" League division has two unbeaten teams. Section 4, with Cooperman's Mother and the Chairbourne Cretins, have who the most solid batting in "B" League.

The McDermott Fifth Floor Gang has had a cakewalk to their current record but may be a surprise or be surprised come playoff time. The other seven teams in fifth Floor's section are all around 3-2 or 2-3, showing some balance.

"A" League's balance carries to all division, but even if only has one section with two unbeaten teams and they are also the top two teams. The Smerps and Flying Libido Brothers. That should be a close matchup but the division also has a surprise team in the Cards, who took Louis's right to the wire this past week.

Another mild surprise has been last year's "B" League champion, Spike Show Club, who handed two unexpected first losses in the toughest section of all, which has four of the top 10 teams plus the unranked but always strong Spanish Flies. The Guzzlers have settled down defensively into a good all-around club and Tibb's Dogs have catapulted into a competitive position or fourth among the three teams in their section.

MEN'S SOFTBALL

"A" League

1. Louie's Sulkies
2. Flying Libido Bros.
3. Guzzlers
4. Spiked Shoe Club
5. Tibb's Dogs
6. Cards
7. Yahoons
8. 600 Club
9. Coneheads

"B" League

1. Scooters
2. Bad News Bears
3. Chairbourne Cretins
4. Lumpy's Ladies
5. Cooperman's Mother
6. Lite-ups
7. Willie Rotors
8. Good Time Machine

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL

1. Richard's Pub
2. Bad News Bears
3. Rink Rats
4. Lumpy's Ladies
5. Smerps
6. Lite-ups
7. Yahoos
8. 640 Club
9. Coneheads

Treacy, Lenahan

Athletes of the year

Last Monday night, the Providence College Athletic Association held their annual awards dinner at Raymond Hall Cafeteria. More than 50 athletes were honored during the two-hour banquet.

Senior John Treacy and freshmen Kathy Lenahan were honored as the male and female Athletes of the Year. Treacy, a dean's list student, is a five-time all-American who this year placed second in the NCAA cross-country championships. The team, which barely finished second in the NCAA cross-country championships, has won the NCAA indoor three-mile championship and also won the national cross-country championship.
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Toppers from the bathtub

This past week,

"A" League

1. Louie's Sulkies
2. Flying Libido Bros.
3. Guzzlers
4. Spiked Shoe Club
5. Tibb's Dogs
6. Cards
7. Yahoons
8. 640 Club
9. Coneheads

"B" League

1. Scooters
2. Bad News Bears
3. Chairbourne Cretins
4. Lumpy's Ladies
5. Cooperman's Mother
6. Lite-ups
7. Willies Rotors
8. Good Time Machine

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL

1. Richard's Pub
2. Bad News Bears
3. Rink Rats
4. Lumpy's Ladies
5. Smerps
6. Lite-ups
7. Yahoos
8. 640 Club
9. Coneheads

Mary Ann McCoy, along with Sue Hubbs, has been leading the Lady Friars to a highly successful season. Lady Friars completed their season yesterday against Central Connecticut.

Golfers head for Yale

By Dee Terricone

As the season winds down, Coach Joe Prisco's squad has its eyes on the NCAA tournament, which will be held at Eugene, Oregon. As of April 28, the Providence College golf team carried an impressive 14-5 record. The team (Mass and Lowery) were by one stroke.

Treacy, Ken Cook and Bill Reardon will be contending for the remaining spot on the five-man team. According to Coach Prisco, Jim Canley could be the determining factor in the upcoming week's tournaments.

In the recent matches, Providence defeated both Boston College and Maine on April 27. Zito led the Friars with the lowest score versus Rieman while BC forfeited. The BC team was not intact due to exams. On Friday, April 29, PC defeated Brown and in turn lost to URI.

Treacy

(Continued from Page 12)

John Treacy

optimistic of revenge in the near future.

He said after his return, "I felt very strong, but I've no sharp edge on my game. I didn't think I'd ever feel the same again, but I had listened to Dr. Hull.

Ed Hartnett was the third distance runner to compete in Penn. Hartnett again showed consistency in finishing 11th in the 10,000 meters in 29:11.

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE ASSEMBLERS

7 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
4 p.m. - 10 p.m.

TOP INCENTIVE WAGES EARN UP TO AN AVERAGE OF $3.25 - $3.50/hr.

HASBRO INDUSTRIES INC.
1027 NEWPORT AVE.
Pawtucket, R.I.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER MALE/FEMALE
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR
Repucci, Fontaine star in Friar sweeps

PC fights for playoffs

Doubleheaders can make or break a ball club. Most teams in the PC are still fighting for a spot to sweep as many twin games as possible before the end of the season is swept, there are serious doubts about the rest of the season.

Take the Providence College baseball team, for instance. Fighting for a post-season birth in the ECAC playoffs, the Friars have four more chances to make up the spread on many doubleheaders. This past weekend, PC helped its chances immensely by sweeping cross-town rival Brown, 11-4 and 5-2, and by taking two from Dartmouth, 6-3 and 5-2.

The Black and White combined powerful hitting along with excellent pitching in twin doubleheader victories on Saturday. Dave Fontaine led the hitting spree in game one, belting two singles, a triple and a home run in four trips to the plate. Fontaine scored four runs while also gathering four RBIs.

"Rays has helped our program tremendously so far this year," commented Coach Alex Nahigan, "and we are still hunting for a few wins."
By Steve Latimer

Unpredictability. That funny little thing that is supposed to make sports exciting. When given a day, any team can beat another team in any game. Well, the Lady Friars softball team has done nothing to dispel this theory. In fact, it is a very accurate tag, because the Lady Friars娲 predictability has visited the Lady Friars in their games against Lowell, Barrington, and Yale. For those who follow women's softball, the results of these games might be a little surprising.

Lowell University, settled town with a reputation for having a fine softball team. Through the first six innings, it looked as if once again, the Lady Friars would come out on the short end in one of the better teams in New England. Going into the bottom of the seventh, the Lady Friars trailed Lowell 5-2.

But that was where Mr. Unpredictability decided to step in. After pinch hitter Debbie Beaudieu was thrown out on an attempted bunt, the fireworks began. Linda Riley reached on an error, finally sur-eared Lowell third baseman with her speed. Follow that with a single by Linde Wager, a triple by Key Mihm and one of the biggest hits of the season by Kathy Levshon, and suddenly the Lady Friars faced a 1-5 deficit.

A pitching change for Lowell proved to be a bad idea as new pitcher Lori Formica couldn't find the strike zone. With two out, came a wild pitch. With Mihm on third, Formica uncorked a wild pitch as pitcher Lori Formica couldn't to throw strikes. With the bases loaded, it was just what the team needed. Unfortunately, we therefore not playing up to their potential. But, meanwhile the coaches and fans of the Friars have signed their names to a list of potential recruits as a result of what we have done this year. Their potential is incredible. We have been experiencing a so-so season for having a so-so season. But Providence scored seven runs in the third and whitewashed the Lady Friars, prevailing by an 11-10 score. Mary Shonty benefited from the 11-run onslaught an Mr. Unpredictability in running her record to 5-3.

Finally, Yale University came to town. The Friars had been experiencing a tough season this year, but they were playing well before coming to Providence. But this time around, Mr. Unpredictability decided to side with Yale, as they upset the Lady Friars and took over first place in the Ivy League.

Barrington scored seven runs in the third and whitewashed the Lady Friars, prevailing by an 11-10 score. Mary Shonty benefited from the 11-run onslaught an Mr. Unpredictability in running her record to 5-3.

By Dave Bali

The 84th annual Prene Relays at Providence, provided John Tory and Gerry Dwyen with an opportunity to run faster than they've ever run before, and they certainly did.

Tory was fresh and well-rested after his strong performance at the New Jersey State meet and set a new personal best of 10,400 meters in the world so far this year. Tory now looks forward to the upcoming season, knowing that he will be able to compete at the highest level possible. Teammate and fellow Prene Relays participant Gerry Dwyen also had a strong performance, with a time of 10,000 meters. Another Irish record-holder improved on his mark when See TRACY, Page 10